師 傅

shi    fu
好吃
hao  chi
zhong  can
西餐
xi
can
极了

ji le
红 烧
hong  shao
牛

肉

niu

rou
猪肉
zhu rou
yang  rou
鸡 肉
ji rou
烤鸭
kao  ya
卖完
mai  wan
凉拌
liang ban
huang  gua
米 饭

mi  fan
tian
错
cuo
糖醋鱼

tang cu yu
一两饭
yi liang fan
**Teachers:**

- put the cards (part or all of the cards) on the chalk rank (or use a tape to stick them on the blackboard)

- divide the class into a few groups

- students in each group form a line and line up facing the blackboard

- the 1\textsuperscript{st} student of each group goes to hit the card the teacher says, the first one who hits the card wins the card for her/his group

- the person who just played the game go to the back of his/her line

- the group that have most cards wins